Abstract. The paper presents application of the gamma-absorption method to a two-phase liquid-gas flow investigation in a horizontal pipeline. The water-air mixture was examined by a set of two Am-241 radioactive sources and two NaI(Tl) scintillation probes. For analysis of the electrical signals obtained from detectors the cross-spectral density function (CSDF) was applied. Results of the gas phase average velocity measurements for CSDF were compared with results obtained by application of the classical crosscorrelation function (CCF). It was found that the combined uncertainties of the gas-phase velocity in the presented experiments did not exceed 1.6% for CSDF method and 5.5% for CCF.
Introduction
Two-phase liquid-gas flows -when gas is transported by liquid -commonly occurs in industry, especially in mining, nuclear, pharmaceutical, petrochemical, energy as well as in environmental engineering. This type of flows are of particular importance in describing heat transfer and mass processes in a number of devices such as, reactors, distillation columns, heat exchangers, absorption and rectification columns. Two-phase flows are very difficult for detailed the mathematical description. Therefore, experimental research and the development of the new methods for measuring such flows are of major importance. Twophase flows can be studied using several methods, such as computer tomography, particle image velocimetry (PIV), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) or using Coriolis flowmeters, optical and nuclear techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The nuclear methods use radiotracers or sealed gamma-ray sources and scintillation detectors for the flow analysis. The gammaabsorption method is particularly convenient for continuous investigation of two-phase flows. The absorption measurement is relatively safe, non-invasive, and allows determining the velocity as well as concentration of a dispersed phase using the same set-up. Most important in such measurements is the analysis of the electrical signals received from the probes. Due to the stochastic nature of obtained signals, statistical methods have to be used for this purpose. The measured time delay of signals is applied to determine the averaged velocity of the dispersed phase and other flow parameters.
The most known methods of time delay estimation for stationary random signals is the cross-correlation function (CCF) [8, 12] . Other methods (in time domain) include differential and combined methods [13, 14] , Hilbert Transform-based CCF [15, 16] or methods based on the conditional averaging of signals [17, 18] . In the frequency domain the phase of cross-spectral density function (CSDF) can be used [19, 20] . This paper presents an application of the phase method to evaluate the mean velocity of gas phase in the two phase gaswater mixture in a horizontal pipe.
The paper consists of five sections. In Section 2 the basis of gamma-absorption method for liquid-gas flow evaluation and the laboratory set-up are described. Section 3 presents principles of time delay estimation applying phase of CSDF. In section 4 the comparison between results of average velocity measurements obtained using phase method and CCF are presented. The last section contains the final conclusions.
Gamma-absorption method and laboratory set-up
The gamma absorption technique is based on exponential decay of a gamma radiation beam in function of composition and geometry of the absorbent [9] . The changes of the intensity of radiation are detected by the scintillation probes and converted into electrical impulses [7] .
The typical gamma-absorption set for two-phase liquid-gas flow measurement is presented in Fig. 1 . Two sealed radioactive sources emit gamma radiation beams shaped by collimators (1) . Photons pass through the pipe and two-phase flows mixture (4). Two scintillation detectors (2) with collimators (3) are placed on the other in referent to the suorces side of the pipe at L = 97 mm distance between them. In the presented experiment two sets consisting of linear Am-241 sources with an activity of 100 mCi and probes with NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors were used. At the outputs of two scintillation probes, count signals I x (t) and I y (t) are registered for the first and second probe respectively [21] . The gamma-absorption equipment described above was applied in the experimental measurement set-up, performed in Industrial Radiometry Laboratory of the AGH University of Science and Technology in Krakow, Poland. Measurement data waere collected during experiments carried out on a laboratory hydraulic installation with a horizontal plexiglas pipe of 4.5 m length and inner diameter of 30 mm. A detailed description of experimental set-up can be found in [16, 18] . Figure 2 shows the general view of the measurement section. The data acquisition system include a dedicated 8-channel counter -HSC 8000 (EC Electronics) connected to work station using an USB port. Voltage pulses I x and I y are counted within the sampling time Δt = 1 ms and create mutually delayed discrete stochastic signals x and y. An exemplary time records of signals obtained in the LIT0003 experiments are presented in Fig. 3.   Fig. 3 . Time records of signal x(t) and y(t) (after centering) obtained in the LIT0003 experiment.
Analysis of signals
The analyses of signals from scintillation probes in the time or frequency domain allow determining of the transportation time delay τ 0 and then the mean velocity υ a of gas phase transportation:
The most known classical method of time delay estimation of random signals is based on the CCF and defined as follow [12] :
where T is the averaging time and τ is the time delay.
The τ 0 transportation time delay is determined by finding the location for the CCF maximum.
Time delay estimation in the frequency domain is possible by use of the phase of CSDF. In practice only one-sided CSDF for the frequency range 0 < f < ∞ can be designated. This is a complex quantity defined as follows [19] :
Normalized CSDF is referred to as coherence function γ xy (f). In practice, the real-valued squared coherence function is used:
where G xx (f) and G yy (f) are autospectral density functions of signals x(t) and y(t) respectively.
The squared coherence  2 xy (f) satisfies the condition:
The Φ xy (f) phase of the CSDF is a linear function of frequency f :
Currently most often the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied to calculate the spectral densities directly for the discrete signals x(n) and y(n), where n = t / Δt. In analysis of stochastic signals an averaging of the obtained spectral density estimators is necessary. The most popular Welch procedure requires the sets of signal samples to be divided into N d windowing segments, each of the N samples. The N d and N values should be big enough to limit the statistical fluctuations of CSDF estimation [19] . DFT gives the k useful frequencies f k (k = 0…(N -1) / 2), with the spectral resolution 
where m is the number of the pairs of both phase and frequency values used for the regression analysis [20, 23] .
The selection of the appropriate frequency linearization range is vital due to fluctuations of the CSDF phase above the cut-off frequency band of the recorded signals. In this case the cut-off frequency can be determined based on the significant value of coherence function [20] . Figure 5 presents 
Based on the E α value, the cut-off frequency and m value for 0  time delay estimation are determined.
Exemplary results
The plot of the CSDF phase obtained in the LIT0003 experiment for the selected frequency range from 0 to 32 Hz is shown in Fig. 6 . The solid line represents the fitted regression line determined to find out the transportation time delay estimator from eq. (6). The standard uncertainty   0 û calculated using CSDF phase is given by [20, 23] :
Assuming negligible small uncertainties of the data acquisition system, the combined standard uncertainty u c (υ a ) of the gas phase average velocity depends on an inaccuracy of uncorrelated L and 0 ˆ determination [25] :
where u(L) is the standard uncertainty of the distance between detectors. In table 1 the results of the average velocity υ a and its combined uncertainties u c (υ a ) obtained in the selected LIT experiments by the use of CSDF phase method are presented. For comparison, the results obtained under analysis of the CCF distribution are also given. 
Conclusions
This paper presents an application of the CSDF phase method to radioisotope measurement of the velocity of gas phase in water-air mixture transportation by horizontal pipeline. It was found that the combined uncertainties of the average velocity of air in the exemplary LIT experiments did not exceed 1.6% for the CSDF phase method and 5.5% for the CCF method respectively. Moreover, in the cross-correlation method, the filtration of the recorded signals should be applied in order to reduce noises [16] . On contrary to CCF method, the filtration of signals in the phase method is not necessary. Based on the obtained results, it can be stated that the CSDF phase method may be successfully applied in investigation of liquid-gas flow in horizontal pipeline in connection with gamma-ray absorption method.
